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Resonance vs Squillo  

 

I was reading the February issue of New York’s “Classical Singer” magazine. In it was a 
“Letters to the Editor” page with the following message: “Dear Editor: I read with great interest 
Freeman Gunter’s editorial {December, 2000} of Classical Singer. This article and confusion of 
many listeners of classical singing seem reflective of the misunderstanding of just what is good, 
correct singing. Recently, I read that Renee Fleming is one of the few of today’s singers who 
listens to the great singers of the past. She listens, but says we can’t sing that way today. Why? 
Does that mean that Albanese, Price, Traubel, Corelli, Melchior, Ponselle would be unwelcome 
in today’s opera houses? Has human physiology changed to require a different way of correct 
singing? I send students to the finest universities and conservatories in the world and they are 
told that they study with a dinosaur; that we don’t really sing that way anymore. Why? It feels 
wonderful in the throat and on the body. It frees one to truly express the music and text and one 
can be heard without microphones. Doesn’t anyone see that microphones are justifying 
weakness? We need to explore why there are weaknesses and how we can fix them. I can’t listen 
to the Snow Whites and the pop versions of classical singing anymore. It’s the homogenization 
of voices which prevents singers from becoming great. The demise of real singing is upon us and 
the teaching world had better wake up! Listeners and conductors are frustrated because they 
don’t hear much of the true dramatic side of voices. They want some passion without push! 
Much teaching time is devoted to the lyric side, but hearing a concert of that alone is boring. 
Many teachers must not know how to incorporate the dramatic or are afraid to, so they keep 
thinning the voices in the name of refinement. It is difficult to coordinate the dramatic well, but 
it’s so worth doing. A true vibrato is nearly imperceptible to the singer, however, this is not 
straight-tone singing. The choral aficionados who advocate this style should not be the horses 
leading the cart of higher education’s vocal music programs. They don’t know what to do with 
the dramatic singers and try to make them conform to their low standards, in the name of “blend” 
and “authentic style.” 

It’s bogus and it’s a crime! I earnestly hope that lovers of classical singing will join together to 
find solutions to these issues plaguing our beloved art form. I recommend, as a starting place, 
looking to our past via videotape and recordings to study and evaluate the qualities of good, 
correct sound.” 

Diana Walters. Now the quest will be to find Ms. Walters, and give her a huge BRAVA for such 
a wonderful and timely letter. 



This is just one of the cracks in the system that is showing up, and little by little good, correct 
sound will win out in real life, not just on recordings. The question is, how long is it going to 
take to return to those glorious sounds that used to grace our planet all the time? As Ms. Walter 
says, the teaching world had better wake up! The danger is that we may forget those wonderful 
sounds, and settle for those low standards that today are being touted as great singing. However, 
there are more and more small pockets of lovers of classical singing being formed on the 
outskirts of the universities and conservatories. Great credit is due Melrose United Church. 

It has opened its doors to one of those pockets. The people who truly love classical singing are 
gathering here to be a part of this venture of returning to great singing, either by participating in 
or by simply being engulfed by the magical energy this sound creates for all persons present. 

What makes this sound so magical? How is it produced? Why is one sound authentic, and 
another not? The secret lies in these two words—resonance and squillo. 

The word “squillo” in Cassell’s Italian Dictionary is defined as: n.m. 

Blast {of trumpet}; peal {of bell}; sudden noise. In the singing world it is used to describe the 
sound created when the throat is truly open. This sound creates a pure vowel, and then allows the 
voice to create its own unique color because there is no interference of muscles in the production 
of that sound. The only elements involved in making this sound—this squillo—are the cords and 
the passage of air away from them in the windpipe. As the cords are not a muscle, but a valve 
that opens and closes by the air being vacuumed away from them, there are no voluntary muscles 
being used. This is the result of a total lack of ego, and a total letting go to allow the voice to find 
its own placement and using the body’s inner energy to do so. Anything we do to get in the way 
destroys this sound and closes the throat. 

The voice is a very powerful, and yet a very delicate instrument. Why is “resonance” so 
prevalent these days? In Webster’s New World Dictionary, “resonance, {6} in phonetics, relative 
audibility, it rises in inverse proportion to the amount of stricture during articulation.” 

Stricture, in the same dictionary means, “to draw tight or compress. A binding, closing, or 
contraction. A strictness. In medicine, a stenosis, or narrowing of a passage of the body.” 

These closures are man-made, and done by man to simulate the actual true sound of the voice—
thus we have resonance. Listening to records is one of the most dangerous ways to do this, 
because the singer will start to imitate that artist’s sound, and the more talented and blessed with 
a great gift the singer is, the closer he can imitate that sound and think he’s making the most 
wonderful sound in the world. It’s a lot of work, it takes a lot of muscle to do it, makes a terrific 
din in his own head, and carries to about the 6th row of the auditorium. The latter the singer is 
totally unaware of. Why? He hears the resonance of his own voice. 

The first and foremost reason “resonance” is so popular is the time factor. Everyone is in a very 
big hurry. 



Youth is almost a prerequisite for getting hired these days. If you’re over 30, you’re old news. 
Learning how to sing with resonance takes very little time or inner searching. It is a quick fix. 
Much power has been given to the youthful singers these days. This may be the worst crime of 
all, because many singers who have early careers are extremely talented and should be at their 
singing peak by the time they are 40 or 45. By then their voices and their lives are fully mature, 
and we can hear their expertise and experience making beautiful music. To most, when they’re 
young, there’s only one element missing which prevents this from happening—how to sing with 
squillo. Many highly regarded teachers are turning out wunderkinds year after year. The cutoff 
date for these voices is about 35. Without squillo, the singing starts to get difficult around 30. 
The voice insists on growing at this point in our body’s journey, and if the singer is only using 
resonance to sing, the voice cannot take on the maturity the body is insisting on. They body 
matures—the voice must mature with it—naturally. If the voice is being held in a lyric place, 
preventing the breath to go even deeper into the body, this natural growth process cannot take 
place. Another 5 years of the voice being held up in that resonance, the career is kaput. Some 
brave souls last into their 40’s, but by then the sound is pretty grim. But cheer up, their life’s just 
beginning—they teach! On the positive side, if you begin to become aware of your body and 
work for the right coordination, there is no age limit for the voice. The body is a miracle. The 
voice is one little part of it.  Certainly if the brain can keep our heart beating, our blood flowing, 
our eyes seeing, our bodies walking upright, etc., etc., etc., it can also take care of our singing. 
How arrogant we are to think we can manipulate it to do our will. Once we stop the 
manipulations and start getting in touch with our bodies to create the correct sound, there is no 
end of pleasure we can derive from this coordination both for ourselves and for the listener. 
Always remember, there is always room for a great singer no matter what age. 

Lessons are usually taught in a smallish room. If the voice begins to break free it makes an 
almost unpleasant racket in that small place. Therefore, the singer is urged to bury the sound 
again so as to make it beautiful. To the singer, this thicker sound appears to be the color of his 
voice, beautifully round and open. In actuality, it’s mouth resonance. A beautiful sound we want, 
but this manufactured sound has no thrill in it. The thrilling sound is the dramatic sound with no 
push. It is a release of energy, not a forcing of energy. In a small room there need be no pushing 
of air—support—but put it in a larger space, the more support the less the voice. 

When the throat opens, it is not drawn tight and pressed. Neither is it a closing or contraction—
but rather the opposite, a delicate opening with no force that allows the sound to be produced 
without any air escaping through the cords. The air does not go out of the body, the sound 
emerges from the body. The air is not leaking out, but rather being used to vibrate the cords, and 
never leaves the body—it is the energy being consumed that’s doing the job. Air is vacuumed 
away from the cords by the emotional energy of the diaphragm. Science has a hard time 
accounting for this mysterious phenomenon. Almost all the books I have read on singing are not 
clear about this fact. Most say the air is “sent out of the body with no force.” 

It is exactly the opposite. One sings on the inhalation of air—there is no exhalation of air, only 
an exhalation of sound. If the air is coming out, the sound gets breathy and the body becomes 
inefficient, therefore calling upon the conscious mind to think of some way to control the amount 
of breath being used. The music tells us how much breath it needed, it is not up to our conscious 
mind. In the small teaching room the sound can be very beautiful and big—especially if the 



singer is young—and there is no need for power. As Ms. Walters stated, microphones are 
justifying the weaknesses of the voice. This beautiful sound over a microphone is powerful, but 
if the singer sings in a hall with no amplification, if he has not found his/her own power, the only 
way to get more sound is to push more air out. This becomes exhausting for the singer. Singing 
with resonance, everybody sounds the same—that homogenous sound. Without the “squillo” in 
the voice there is no thrill, no real emotion, no real musicality, no carrying power. There is no 
unique “color” to the sound that makes us remember that voice as we walk out of the theatre. In a 
voice with squillo, we can still hear the “ring” and the “blast” and the color of those unique 
voices. This is what we are missing these days. Equation: air going out—resonance; drinking air 
in—squillo. 

“Only an optimist would claim that the operas of Guiseppe Verdi are performed with any great 
distinction these days. What we do best now is Handel or Hasse, Henze or Harbison, the very old 
or the very new. The high- romantic operas of the late nineteenth century, still the works at the 
heart of any major company’s standard repertory, are cast with difficulty the world over and 
seldom on the basis of vocal strength. Since heroic, larger- than-life, risk-taking personalities are 
missing from just about every area of contemporary life, there seems no reason why they should 
turn up on an operatic stage. But still, it’s a puzzle. Magnificent Verdi voices must be hiding 
somewhere—the physiognomy that makes a great singer has not altered significantly since the 
days of Caruso and Ponselle—but the sacro fuoco, that sacred fire of Italian opera that used to 
burn so hotly in a single throat, heart, and belly, seems to have gone out entirely.” 

New York Magazine—Feb. 12th issue—article title “The Troubadour” Peter G. Davis The word 
squillo is not even mentioned in most universities or conservatories. Singers are at the mercy of 
the lack of knowledge they are paying high prices for. Everybody starts sounding alike. Indeed, 
“that sacred fire of Italian opera that used to burn so hotly in a single throat, heart and belly, 
seems to have gone out entirely.” 

Chorus is usually a requirement as well, and this starts the work of blending and coloring the 
sound. Changing the voice to refine the music is not the task, refining your voice is the task. 
Once the coordination is understood and experienced, many of the problems that the singer is 
trying to “work” on so hard are taken care of and become an organic thing, not a conscious 
trying to do something. As long as the singer is urged to manipulate his sound to suit the 
occasion, it is the beginning of the end for a great voice. Not everyone can claim to have a great 
voice, and yet even the mediocre voice should be brought up to the level of the career voice, not 
the other way around. 

We have also become such a visually oriented society that screens are now being set up for 
singers to “watch” their own sound as they sing. One setup like this costs in the neighborhood of 
$40,000 and up for the university or conservatory. In theory the “singing rooms” seem to make 
sense—but only to our conscious mind. “Look Mom—I’m on TV!” It’s a way to make it more 
fun, perhaps, but opening up to new feelings and becoming aware are not always “fun.” 

New inner changes frustrate us emotionally, physically, and mentally. It forces us to go into the 
unknown, and that takes a great deal of courage and trust. As long as information fits our 
perception of things we are O.K. It is only when we are confronted with the reality of things that 



go against our “known” idea of how things are created, that we want to run away from this 
reality. Our false ideas have become real to us, and if we have identified with these false ideas 
we feel as if we are losing ourselves, and our feelings of security are seriously threatened. Giving 
us a visual picture of our sound would seem to help solve the problem of our insecurities, and yet 
it is concerned with only an outer vision. What we are trying to awaken is an inner vision. If the 
teacher has no inner vision the task is lost from the very outset. No machine is going to teach you 
how to sing. 

The inner vision is the ability to see, not look for—or at—your voice. The voice must be given 
time to find itself. The best teachers will not know what the final outcome of a voice will be. The 
student must be led in the right direction until, quite by accident, and yet totally not by accident, 
the free sound emerges. Having an idea what the voice is going to sound like is like claiming to 
know what a baby is going to look like before he/she is born. It is always a surprise, for only 
Nature determines this fact. If there were a predetermined sound in mind, every voice would 
become a reigning diva—every baby a Gable or a Monroe. We have what we have. Some 
extraordinary voices have had no career at all because they have not been urged to find this inner 
voice. Some mediocre voices do the inner work and have enormous success. We must be led to 
this free sound, or else we accomplish much less in this life than what we came here to do. 
Finding this sound is the success—gathering the fame and riches that we yearn for can 
sometimes be a veritable stumbling block. We can want it too much and manipulate every way 
we can to get it. This has proved to be “successful” for a great number of performers, but the 
price of these manipulations is great. It can lead to emotional breakdowns, physical breakdowns, 
and mental breakdowns—sometimes a combination of all three. If we are to awaken to our real 
selves and find our own voice in the world, it is more than worth the effort of confronting 
ourselves at the deepest level—it is life itself. If our inner vision remains hidden we never give 
birth to that real sound inside ourselves. Especially if we have been given a great gift and get by 
on the beautifully resonant sound we are making, there’s a whole world that has never been 
opened to us. We remain in the dark until the voice begins to go faulty. 

“One should vocalize on “ee” until it has become completely secure, pure and clear. At first the 
“ee” will sound thin and shrill. The American and Anglo-Saxon voice especially will have great 
difficulty in cutting through the indefinite veil of their broad vowel pronunciation which sends 
the voice far back and down the throat. One must avoid at all costs trying to broaden this “ee” 
into something like “a” as in “take.” 

The temptation to do this is tremendous. One has the mistaken feeling that the correct narrow 
“ee” is thin and ugly, and one just wants to broaden it a little, give it a little more room, to make 
it bit more juicy and beautiful. If we could ourselves hear the result of this mistaken correction 
we would find that this modification makes the voice sound thin, breathy, reedy and ugly, and 
we would realize that we achieve exactly the result which we try so hard to avoid. The well- 
produced tone feels airy, immaterial, thin and concentrated on a ridiculously small place; it feels 
as if it is threaded through the eye of a needle. 

We have this sensation of smallness as all tone is projected forward. It is traveling away from us 
and it is impossible for the singer to hear it. It is very difficult to realize that other people hear 
this tone as powerful, vibrant, resonant and full. Beware of the tone that sounds juicy, full and 



big to yourself. You hear it through bone-conduction and in reality it is small, dull and devoid of 
carrying power. If you sing effortlessly with a narrow, concentrated tone as described above, you 
will be heard through closed doors and windows, even through walls; often for blocks away. The 
rich, wide and juicy tone dies just outside the door or even inside the room.” 

A New Guide to Good Singing Gerda Nielse I have included excerpts from this book before, and 
find it one of the best books on singing I have ever read. 

The book was printed and bound in Canada, 1975, by The Avondale Press. ISBN 0-9690412-4-7. 
I have not checked on my computer to find if it is still available, but I guarantee you, if it is, you 
will be delighted with the information in this small, down-to-earth volume. 

The paragraph from the book above is a wonderful, and only, method of creating “squillo” in the 
voice. To the singer, it is so hard to believe this tiny, tinny sound is the real McCoy. It takes a 
long time to accept this fact, and yet when once accepted by the conscious mind, the veil is torn 
away, our intuition is back, the brain starts working and all things are possible. The ego suffers 
most during this process, but once this small vibration of the cords is connected to the breath, our 
confidence returns and we have a new sense of well-being and a feeling of great self-esteem. We 
have truly found our own sound—and it’s not what you thought it was going to be. It’s more 
than you thought it was going to be. Less is always more. In this age of too many people, and too 
much information, when we dare to go inside and find that secret place that is ours alone, we 
become unique and stand out from the crowds of people who are spinning off to nowhere. When 
we don’t buy into the mass media idea of what art is, we begin to find how rewarding art really 
can be when we experience it for ourselves. 

Until we experience it, the truth is hidden from us—we are blinded somehow. It is time to wake 
up and see for yourself how the correct information can transform your voice. Becoming fully 
aware of the difference between resonance and squillo is a giant step in this transformation. 

 


